Acta Acustica united with acustica

Issue 5 September-October will be published in the next days, with a special section “Duct Acoustics”, impulsed by a European project.
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/dav/aaua

Notice that if the EAA members are participants of a European Project or other collaborative projects, they can use the possibility of Open Access offered by the journal, either for “scientific papers” or for “Fast Track papers”. Furthermore, they can propose special issues (or sections) related to their project. Please contact the Editor-in-Chief.

Impact factor: the figure given by Thomson-Reuters for 2015 is 0.897, which represents an interesting step forward. Moreover Research Gate now proposes another figure: 1.28, see the site https://www.researchgate.net/journal/1610-1928_Acta_Acustica_united_with_Acustica